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Preface

After the success of past two ICCCI Conferences, I am pleased to welcome you all to the additional success, the third IEEE International Conference on Computer Communication and the Internet (ICCCI 2021) held from 25th June to 27th June 2021, as a virtual conference. ICCCI 2021 is technically sponsored by IEEE, IEEE Japan Council, IEEE Nagoya Section, ITE and Nagoya Institute of Technology, Japan.

Interests arising from computer communications have been dramatically increasing and becoming more and more important in this modern networking technological era. The world is asking for smarter and more efficient networking solutions for scientist, academics, researchers and engineers.

The objective of ICCCI 2021 is to bring together researchers and practitioners from academia and industry to exchange their challenges and discuss their latest progress and development in this field.

We feel deeply grateful to all that have contributed to make this event possible: authors who contributed papers, the conference committee, the keynote & invited speakers and the diligent reviewers. Through this great event, we trust that you will be able to share the state-of-the-art developments and the cutting-edge technologies in the broad areas of computer communication and the Internet.

The organizing committee including myself truly believes that active participants will find erudite and informative discussions, and will enjoy the opportunity for sharing research results. I hope this success can be evolved into persistent success annually in the future; in this year, there are presenters from all corners of the globe and all major countries.

On behalf of the conference organizing committee, we sincerely hope you will enjoy ICCCI 2021 that will offer you a chance to network with academics and researchers in the field of in computer communication and the Internet.

Have good time during ICCCI 2021.

Best Regards,

Conference Chair- ICCCI 2021
Prof. Yutaka Ishibashi,
Nagoya Institute of Technology, Japan
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Abstract—The evolution of technology has affected consumer behavior around the world, including through faster, more frequent data consumption, data comparison, and more self-specific needs. This makes consumers more keenly focused on self-production. The prosumer society is plentiful and focuses on effectiveness. This results in greater quality control problems. The usage of those who do not yet value it are less clear. Workers are not paid for their work, unlike other economies. The prosumer shares their knowledge in a way which is fulfilling. A professional prosumer shares their knowledge with society that makes them proud. The technology usage will help improve individual prosumers’ key to success. This study offers a conceptual framework of factors that affect individual prosumer performance. This article synthesizes Technology Cultural Theory (TCT) based on TAM2, Information System Success Model (ISS) based on the IS success model, Prosumer Theory (PT) based on consumer behavior, and Individual Prosumer Performance (IPP) based on individual performance.

Keywords—prosumer, technology, creativity, self-efficacy, individual performance

I. INTRODUCTION

New technologies and discoveries are rapidly developing on a daily basis [48]. The third wave of the internet has a role in all aspects of life [7]. People can communicate via technology wherever they are and at any time, allowing businesses to more easily gain consumer opportunities. Latest digital technologies mainly focus on the use of smartphone technology to improve business performance [18], resulting in the disruption of old consumer habits. Searching for products and ordering them online has a significant impact on the way we purchase goods and services. Consumers are learning new consumption habits and are required to adopt new technologies and various applications [32]. Social transformation has revolutionized consumers into prosumers who can do their own thing [25]. The prosumer was mentioned in the 1980s by Toffler as a combination of ‘producer’ and ‘consumer’ [7, 13,19, 24, 34, 39]. Prosumer behavior is associated with both consumption and production, which is not specifically focused. These innovations can facilitate manual operations [25] and have the opportunity to drive a learning revolution, which has discussed for decades yet has barely been achieved as of yet [43]. Could prosumer’s individual performance drive the learning revolution?

Between 2020-2040, Thailand’s population is expected to age with a declining working population from 43.26 million (65 percent) in 2020 to 36.5 million (56 percent) in 2040. Moreover, the proportion of working-age people in Thailand has decreased since 2015, resulting in labor shortages in various sectors. The productivity of Thai workers is relatively low due the lack of skilled labor force, delayed technology development, and a mismatch between skill development and labor market needs. In addition, demographic changes have resulted in many having to care for the elderly. These developments will ultimately affect national and economic policies [10].

Thai government policy is committed to developing Thai people into the 21st century or the digital era by focusing on the learning process and developing the potential of the Thai people at all ages. By applying the principles of human development based on knowledge, creativity, and innovation, the government seeks to instill diverse skills, digital knowledge, and learning for the populace to be self-reliant [40]. Successful individuals of the 3rd wave must be able to take advantage of technology while focusing on outstanding content. They must also recognize the importance of other elements involved and understand the community [43]. The key to successful potential is highly focused on developing individual performance [36]. Prosumer empowerment has a strong correlation between the prosumer and the adoption of the technology [9]. Factors for individual performance also depend on usage and user satisfaction in the theory of information systems success [14]. It directly depends on acceptance of technology and information system success.

This article provides a conceptual framework for the TAM2, IS success models, and consumer behavior regarding which factors influence the performance of individual prosumers. By synthesizing theories based on different categories and independent concepts, each with different meanings and concepts related to individual prosumer

*corresponding author
performance, the literature of TCT, ISS, PT, and IPP is reviewed.

II. LITERATURE REVIEWS

A. Technology Cultural Theory (TCT)

The dynamics of prosumer behavior are evolving as technology continues to expand [33]. Digital technology has greatly changed human lives and added a new dimension to prosumer behavior. Responses to constant change of social and cultural dynamics defines digital consumer culture theory which explains what is conducive to digital. Technology can facilitate joint creation by empowering prosumers. Moreover, technology allows connections to increase, enables access to information, and makes it possible to quickly disseminate information [52]. Technology culture involves technical expertise of digital technology and showcasing cultural differences [1]. The concept of mutual exchange, repetition, and dynamic relationships between digital consumer and digital adoption [9]. Several theories explore new technology acceptance and consumer intentions. The Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) is one such theory which has simulated user technology adoption [20, 38, 41, 56]. TAM was developed by Davis and Venkatesh (1996), with two main factors being defined: Perceived usefulness (PU); and perceived ease of use (PEOU). Both of these factors were found to directly influence the behavioral intentions of adopting new technologies [14, 21, 41, 49].

![TAM2 model adapted from Davis and Venkatesh (2000).](image)

The TAM2 model was developed and tested on the basis of TAM by Davis and Venkatesh (2000), which “explains the PU and usage intentions in terms of social influence and cognitive instrumental processes” as shown in Fig 1. The TAM2 model is a more powerful simulation that affects individual performance and is commonly adopted in a culture of community and leadership focused management [14, 23, 49].

Increased prosumption is due to individual performance, in which individuals enjoy their activities. It can be seen that many people genuinely enjoy online shopping, using airport self-service kiosks, shopping on e-Commerce websites, and searching and ordering books on Amazon.com. Certain prosumers may be recognized as photographers or bloggers on professional software applications and have a following which can pay for their success and make profit online [24]. These examples show how cultural technology influences prosumer performance.

B. Information System Success Model (ISS)

The performance of successful social behavior depends on the level of individual control that a person has on internal and external factors that could interfere with their intended action [28]. The most commonly accepted Information System Success model is the DeLone & McLean model, a theory that influences individual cultures as shown in Fig 2. System quality (SyQ), information quality (IQ), and service quality (SQ) directly influence user satisfaction (US) and individual performance (IP). Moreover, usage (Ug) directly influences user satisfaction (US), individual performance (IP) [5, 15, 54], Information quality (IQ), and service quality (SQ) which directly influence perceived usefulness (PU) [54]. Individual performance has been considered from a variety of perspectives including individual level factors such as SyQ, IQ, SQ, Ug, US, PU, and IP.

![Adapted from the DeLone & McLean model (1992).](image)

C. Prosumer Theory (PT)

The prosumer concept has developed on the basis of consumer theory. The prosumer is proud of having created their own works and shared their knowledge with the online society [13, 24, 46]. For example, on Facebook a prosumer can decide how to represent themselves and are able to adjust their presentation as required. In addition, many people find Facebook to be a powerful social tool to build relationships and use it to communicate with others [24]. The potential of AI will be recognized by a prosumer culture that values DIY sharing. The response to different AI potential depends on which culture the prosumer adopts [46]. For prosumer technological creativity, the prosumer’s creativity and analytical capacity have a significant positive influence on prosumer performance. In simple terms, improving the prosumer’s self-efficacy and creativity serve to improve their technological proficiency level, thereby enhancing the prosumer’s performance [16].
Some factors are an important relations between creativity, analytical abilities, self-efficacy, and prosumer performance.

D. Individual Prosumer Performance (IPP)

The key to successful performance is a strong focus on developing individual competencies [36]. The potential is the quality and quantity of task performed by the individual’s performance [22]. Most individual prosumer performance involves individuals with the necessary knowledge to communicate and do business with one another. The ability to read and write multimedia content on a network can aid the individual’s continuous development of specialized knowledge [47]. As individuals are able to produce increased amounts for themselves, the prosumer potential of human self-expression is developed accordingly [46]. The development performance of individual prosumers is the key to long-term success.

The development of the digital prosumer is a new model of capitalism, in which those who work are not paid via income, but are rather rewarded by fame. Furthermore, they are proud of their creations and there is a switch from scarcity to abundance. This focus on effectiveness is greater than efficiency in professional capitalism. For instance on Facebook, a little gain and empowerment can allow people to benefit greatly from being a professional [24]. Prosumers who understand technology, participate in high level product categories and who are thought leaders, active learners, or creators are typically involved in creating value together [52]. Participants can create new opportunities in the social space and are able to overcome geographical constraints through the use of social media [35]. The use of AI gives enables the prosumer to attain a higher level of productivity and capability for AI applications. The level of prosumer self-expression can be empowered with AI applications [46]. Individual prosumer performance has the potential to improve sustain prosumer society.

III. CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK

To study the factors that affect individual prosumer’s ability to connect, share, and create, this study begins to integrate TAM2. IS success model, prosumer theory and assesses how they affect individual performance. Additionally, the study extends the results by including creativity, analytical capacity, and self-efficacy as mediator variables which directly and indirectly correlate to individual performance, as presented in Fig. 3.

Subjective norms (SN) are those in which the individual perceives community attitudes immediately to influence certain behaviors or can call “view of society” [42]. SN are an assessment of social pressures on individuals regarding whether to practice or follow a particular behavior [29, 37]. SN factors define the most appropriate predictive concepts in two separate elements of the injunctive and descriptive norm components [45]. SNs are determined by normative beliefs and motivation to comply with perceived norms [17]. SN directly influence the use of a system and corresponds to the role of the user. It is possible that some will affect the purpose and use of the other role [5]. Through behavioral investigation or use of intelligent technology, analytical results show that SN positively affects the implementation of smart technology [12].

When consumers become aware of the subject norms held by those who are important to them, those norms come to influence their decision making [53].

H1: Subjective norms (SN) positively affect usage (Ug).

Systems quality (SyQ) is a desirable trait which includes ease of use and reliability of the user’s system [5]. Information quality (IQ) is the nature of information (system output) that the users expect, i.e., validity and relevance [50]. Service quality (SQ) is the service (organization) characteristic that users expect from what it provides to the user [55]. SQ measures technical success, including usability, availability, reliability, adaptability, and response time (for instance download time) which is a quality issue that system users value. IQ measures the content problems or meaningful success and should be personal, complete, relevant, easy to understand, and secure. SyQ, which is the collective support provided by the service provider, whether support delivered by an IS department, a new organizational unit, or outsourced by a third-party provider. The importance is often greater since users are now our consumers, while poor user support can lead to a reduced consumer base and loss of sales. User satisfaction (US) is an important way to measure customer feedback about a business system and should cover the entire consumer experience lifecycle, from data extraction through purchases, payments, receipts, and services. US and individual performance (IP) impacts measure effectiveness success [8, 15, 55].

The perspective of technology quality includes system quality, information quality, and service quality. It is a factor that influences user satisfaction of information systems and government procurement plans [5]. The factors that affect the performance of individuals when using mobile banking are service quality, information quality, and system quality which affect user satisfaction. The results of one study point to the significant factor of user usage and satisfaction that influences individual technology performance [15]. Analyzing the factors.
which affect individual potential suggests that the quality of the system is also a factor that affects individual performance. Determining the cost of improving the level of items in system quality increases the value of performance [8].

H2: Service quality (SQ) positively affects user satisfaction (US).

H3: Information quality (IQ) positively affects user satisfaction (US).

H4: System quality (SyQ) positively affects user satisfaction (US).

H5: System quality (SyQ) positively affects individual performance (IP).

Creativity (Cr) is the capacity for creation [4]. Cr includes exploitation, uniqueness, and outcome [44]. Creativity in technology is a complementary success of creative technology. Technological creativity and integration of different knowledge domains with the creative formation process and the results of model thinking and creativity [27]. Analytical capacity (AC) is the use of information, statistical and quantitative analysis, explanatory and forecast models, and fact-based management to drive decisions and actions [51]. AC is necessary for assessment in IT modernization [30] and is a measure of knowledge absorption to assess the effectiveness of IT implementation [26]. An individual’s performance (IP) is the level of success for personal purpose or purpose of the group in which they are located [22]. Creativity positively influences individual performance [6]. The influence of creativity and analytical capacity on individual performance. Creativity and analytical capacity can improve individual performance. Therefore, positive creativity greatly affects individual performance. This is an important factor for improving an individual’s work [16].

H6: Creativity (Cr) positively affects individual performance (IP).

H7: Analytical capacity (AC) positively affects individual performance (IP).

Self-efficacy (SE) refers to an individual’s degree of self-confidence and is the ability to accomplish specific tasks independently [2]. An individual’s faith in their performance influences their choices, ambitions, dedication to specific tasks, and the length of time they take to achieve specific goals when faced with adversity and setbacks [3].

The role of self-efficacy is as a mediator. Self-efficacy mediates a person’s creativity, analytical capacity, and task performance. Therefore, improving creativity and analytical capacity directly affects individual performance. More simply, enhancing self-efficacy increases creativity, analytical capacity, and individual performance. There is a significant relationship between personal creativity, self-efficacy, and individual performance. When a person has experience in the field, they become familiar with things that enhance their skills, knowledge, ideas, confidence, and enhance individual performance [16].

H8: Creativity (Cr) positively affects self-efficacy (SE).

H9: Analytical capacity (AC) positively affects self-efficacy (SE).

Usage (Ug) satisfies all user needs [15], which a voluntary use of the system by the user. This is clearly an important factor to understand IS success. Factors are measured by use of the system, ease of use, frequency of use, time of use, number of times that it is accessed, usage patterns, and dependencies [55]. Usage (Ug) measures everything from system visits, to navigation within it, information retrieval, and execution of a transaction. User satisfaction (US) mediates the quality of the overall system and the continued use of the service [15].

A user’s usage affects the impact of information systems on user satisfaction, in which good usage is required to increase user satisfaction [5]. The use of business intelligence positively correlates with end-user computing satisfaction. The research results provide clear empirical evidence that a higher degree of computing end-user satisfaction also results in enhanced system usage [11]. System usage and user satisfaction have a significantly positive relationship with each other. Therefore, the higher the rate of system usage, the higher the user satisfaction as well [55]. Regarding the impact of technology usage on higher individual performance [5], those with a higher system usage level have a greater level of individual performance. The usage of intelligent systems can help individuals to work more effectively and improve productivity and decision-making quality [11].

User satisfaction affects how information systems impact individual performance [5]. User satisfaction factors are variables that clearly affect an individual’s performance [31]. Higher levels of computer user satisfaction can affect individual performance to a higher degree. The results indicate that if an end user as a high degree of computing satisfaction, their individual performance will improve [11].

H10: Usage (Ug) positively affects user satisfaction (US).

H11: Usage (Ug) positively affects individual performance (IP).

H12: User satisfaction (US) positively affects individual performance (IP).

A person with a higher self-esteem has greater confidence to accept challenges. In contrast, individuals with lower self-efficacy often present that they find it difficult to face different challenges. Self-efficacy enhances creativity, analytical capacity, and individual performance. In particular, by mediating the effects of self-efficacy, creativity, and analytical capacity, it improves individual performance. Regarding the relationship between Cr, SE, and IP, when a person experiences situation in which they are familiar, it will significantly improve their skills, knowledge, ideas, and confidence, meaning that it also increases individual performance [16].

For instance, to use the example a high-end shoe manufacturer, the business receives design ideas from design experts and selects the best designs for manufacture. Those who create winning designs are not entitled to royalty, but their name is displayed on the shoe according to the design. [24]. The participation of those who understand the cultural context...
and share creativity with each other are indicators of success within a prosumer culture. Cultural mechanisms are considered and share creativity with each other are indicators of success. Being part of the practice community allows participants to connect with others, create creative organizations, and learn or enhance their skills when they engage together using social media [35].

H13: Self-efficacy (SE) positively affects individual performance (IP).

IV. CONCLUSION

This study offers a conceptual framework based on TAM2, IS success model, PT, and IPP, which factors affect individual prosumer performance, and also provides other factors including creativity and analytical capacity. Self-efficacy is a prediction between creativity and analytical capacity that affects individual prosumer performance. Individual prosumer performance depends upon SN, SQ, IQ, SyQ, Ug, US, Se, Cr, and AC. When prosumers produce in accordance with their own interests, they will express their produce ability. Talented individuals will accept the use of technology to increase productivity. Such potential is influenced by a prosumer's belief that new technology is useful and easy to use. Moreover, prosumers who believe that they can create high-value outcomes have personal norms that recognize that an important reference person believes they should be, as well as the perceived particular behavior control. This will result in them being able to use it more conveniently. AI-prosumers can help expand the scope of their expression. When sharing their values, a sense of self-esteem is created among a broad popular community. Production efficiency depends on creativity and analytical capacity. Prosumers constantly develop specialized knowledge to allow them to share creative value. A future study will implement data collection from prosumers using questionnaires and data analysis conducted using a structural equation model created with AMOS.
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